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Pennsauken, NJ
Welcome to Deluxe Packaging where we are your
"PARTNERS IN PACKAGING” since 1982
Deluxe Packaging Inc. works hard at servicing our customers. In fact, no one
works harder. Our goal is to always create a cost effective solution for you and to
service you better than anyone else.
We offer a full array of high quality products including; corrugated boxes, folding
cartons, folding supplies, bags, packaging supplies and a lot more. Browse our
Packaging Products Catalog online now!
Deluxe Packaging has a proven track record in custom packaging design and
implementation including POP (Point of Purchase) displays. Don’t even think about
talking to anyone but us for custom packaging. We’re the best and we’ll prove it with
our outstanding performance.
Deluxe Packaging is an acknowledged leader in the packaging industry in the
Philadelphia metropolitan area including Northern and Southern New Jersey and
Delaware. Deluxe Packaging ships internationally, including Europe and Asia. We
are well known for our professional expertise, range of packaging products, superior
product knowledge and exceptional pricing. We are able to consistently maintain and
expand our customer base because we always think of the customer first. Incidentally,
everything Deluxe Packaging sells is 100% recyclable.
To learn more look at the rest of this catalog or click the web address to go to our
website: www.deluxepkg.com
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Deluxe Packaging Corrugated Boxes
Did you know that over 90 percent of all goods in most developed countries are
shipped in corrugated boxes? These boxes are every bit as versatile as they are
durable. Corrugated boxes are easy to store and easy to ship.
Deluxe Packaging offers many of the standard corrugated box styles and supplies
custom sizes upon request. Here are some of the standard corrugated box styles we
carry.
Slotted box styles are generally made from one piece of corrugated or solid
fiberboard. The blank is scored and slotted to permit folding. The box manufacturer
forms a joint at the point where one side panel and one end panel are brought
together. Boxes are then shipped flat to the user. When the box is needed, the box
user squares up the box, inserts product and closes the flaps.
With Self-Erecting Boxes the top panels of the box are usually those of a regular
slotted container. For a telescope-style box, two self-erecting pieces can be used.
The three pieces of a Rigid Box style include two identical end panels and a body
that folds to form the two side panels, an unbroken bottom and the top. Flaps used to
form the joints can be on the end pieces or the body or both. The end panels are
attached to the body with special equipment, usually at the user's plant. Six or more
joints must be sealed to set up the box before it is filled. The name Rigid Boxes comes
from the fact that once the six or more joints are sealed, the box is rigid.
Pads, Tubes & Partitions include; Series Liners, tubes, pads, build-ups, dividers,
partitions and other inner packing pieces that can be made in an infinite variety of
ways to separate or cushion products, to strengthen the box or to prevent product
movement by filling voids. They may be simple rectangles, or scored, slotted, scored
and slotted, or die-cut shapes.
For Folders, one or more pieces of combined board provide an unbroken bottom
surface, and are scored to fold around a product.
Telescope boxes usually consist of a separate top, or top and bottom, that fit over
each other or a separate body.
To learn more about corrugated boxes click the web address to go to our website:
www.deluxepkg.com/corrugated boxes.html
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Deluxe Packaging Foam
Deluxe Packaging offers a full selection of polyethylene foam in planks and sheets
as well as fabricated foam (die cut and glued). Polyethylene foam provides superior
shock absorption during transportation. It is highly flexible, non-abrasive, clean and
dust-free and is dust and moisture repellent.
Die-cut urethane foam allows any interior shaped items to fit with maximum desired
surface contact within a container. Product is supported by foam cushioning and
shifting is minimized against shock of acceleration or deceleration. Urethane can be
die cut and laminated to other foam products or corrugated board to create adequate
interior protection and rigidity.
Deluxe Packaging also carries polystyrene foam EPS and polyurethane foam, die
cut and conventional. Polystyrene foam EPS is ideal as a construction material and it
is therefore sometimes used in structural insulated panel building systems. It is also
used as insulation in building structures, as molded packing material for cushioning
fragile equipment inside boxes, as packing "peanuts. Foamed between two sheets of
paper, it makes a more-uniform substitute for corrugated cardboard.
To learn more about foam click the web address to go to our website:
www.deluxepkg.com/foam.html
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Deluxe Packaging Folding Cartons
Deluxe Packaging features Solid Kraft Folding Boxes. This is the universal
solid kraft folding carton with 1001 uses in industry. They are shipped flat so they
save storage space. Deluxe Packaging, Solid Kraft Folding Boxes are available for
small parts and they meet Government specifications. Reverse tuck style and
legendary, solid Kraft construction.
POP Displays
Deluxe Packaging POP Displays increase sales, enhance name recognition and
product visibility.
Our POP Displays create brand and product awareness with your consumers. Our
design staff will create displays for your product that will get it noticed and increase
sales. Our use of exciting graphics and lithography generate the right type of
attention, every time.
Here are various types of POP Displays:
Floorstands • Countertops • Wingracks • Pallet Display • Dump Display
To learn more about folding cartons click the web address to go to our website:
www.deluxepkg.com/folding cartons.html
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Deluxe Packaging Poly-Bags
Deluxe Packaging carries a complete line of bags. This extensively used form of
packaging makes packing operations more cost-effective and efficient. Bags offer
tremendous cost savings and ease of use. We sell a broad range of bags including but
not limited to:
Polyethylene bags are used for a wide variety of packaging applications. They hold
everything, including small parts and all types of food items.
Benstat® Bags are available in 4 and 6 mil thicknesses. They meet all the ESD
requirements of MiI-8-817058. Type II. These fully transparent bags will protect
sensitive components from electro-static damage for the life of bag, and can be stored
for an indefinite period. With no particulate sloughing, they are completely
acceptable for clean room applications. 2 mil bags and custom sizes are available by
special order and minimum order quantities are required
Antistatic Packaging Bags are permanently antistatic, not dependent on moisture
for conductivity. These transparent bags protect sensitive components and meet
MIL-8-817058, Type II. They’re available in 4 and 6 mil thickness, and can be stored
indefinitely. With no sloughing, they are completely acceptable for clean-room
applications. Sizes 2"Wx3"L to 24"Wx36"L. 2 mil bags and custom sizes by special
orders.
Bags of this type will also be available in STATICURE® material.
Zip-Lock Antistatic Bags provide protection for handling and shipping staticsensitive components. These transparent bags qualify as electrostatic discharge
prevention per 000, Standard 1686 and 000 Handbook 263. They also meet static
decay rate provision of MIL-8-8J7058 and are fully clean-room safe. They are
available in sizes 4"Wx6"L to 12"x12".
To learn more about Poly-Bags click the web address to go to our website:
www.deluxepkg.com/poly bags.html
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Deluxe - Packaging Supplies
Deluxe Packaging sells all kinds of packaging supplies and shipping materials
including padded bags or bubble lined bags. These are used widely in mailing and
fulfillment operations to cushion and protect a wide range of products. Other
offerings include:
Regular and Antistatic Foam Cushioning:
Rough handling will not affect your shipment if it is wrapped in foam. Foam is
perfect for padding cartons, wrapping items, or inserting between delicate objects.
Foam is imbedded with air cells that form an extra margin of safety, is non-corrosive,
non-abrasive, tear and puncture resistant. Weight for each roll is 18 lbs.
Antistatic features: 1-lb. density closed-cell polyethylene foam. Antistatic properties
and cushioning against shock, vibration, abrasion
Bubble Cushioning:
Three perfect sizes for low volume bubble-film users. Portable container goes
anywhere, stores easily when not in use. 12" Rolls are perforated every 12". 24" Rolls
are perforated every 12". 48" Rolls are perforated every 12".
Antistatic Bubble Cushioning:
Features: Positive antistatic protection, transparency, flexibility and Antistatic
cleaner. Non-nuclear static locators and black nylon conductive bags. Conductive
foam which is independent of humidity. Portable conductive workmats and
conductive tote boxes and product bins. Conductive shunt bars for printed-circuit
boards. Transparent conductive bags for cmos, mos and printed-circuit boards.
Loose Fill Dispenser:
Gravity dispenses the loose-fill while you control the flow using the standard springloaded 5" scissor valve. Our loose-fill dispenser suspends from the ceiling and can be
raised and lowered with a pulley for easy refilling. Any type of loose-fill works well.
Includes Installation kit: 15' of 1/4" rope and 2 pulleys.
Polystyrene Loose-Fill Peanuts:
Delicate items stay suspended and protected in the carton during shipment with this
reusable "no-stick" anti-static loose fill.
Packaging Supplies and Shipping Materials include hundreds of stock and
custom sizes.
To learn more about Poly-Bags click the web address to go to our website:
www.deluxepkg.com/packaging supplies.html
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Deluxe Packaging Cases & Crates
All Deluxe Packaging ATA shipping cases are custom crafted with furniture
grade plywood, heavy-duty latches, with optional locks, foam, heavy duty wheels, and
more.
•

¼", ½" or ¾" Furniture grade plywood

•

Recessed steel hardware

•

Heavy duty steel ball corners

•

ABS laminated to plywood

•

Aluminum tongue-in-groove

•

Edge Caster Wheels

•

Heavy duty 2", 3½" or 4" wheels

To learn more about Deluxe Packaging Contract Fulfillment click the web address to
go to our website: www.deluxepkg.com/cases-crates.html

Deluxe Packaging Partners, Custom
Packaging Solutions & Contract
Fulfillment
Deluxe Packaging has designed and developed many custom packaging solutions
for many different companies all over the globe. Consider us for a custom packaging
solution, you won’t need to look anywhere else.
To learn more about Custom Packaging Solutions click the web address to go to our
website: www.deluxepkg.com/custom-packaging.html
Deluxe Packaging would like you to meet two of our partners: LEWISBins and
Polyair. We are pleased to be able to offer you products from both of these great
companies and many, many more.
To learn more about Deluxe Packaging Partners click the web address to go to our
website: www.deluxepkg.com/partners.html
Deluxe Packaging provides complete contract fulfillment and assembly services for
your packaging at our facility. We can assemble your package or display, fill it with
your product and distribute to any destination.
To learn more about Deluxe Packaging Contract Fulfillment click the web address to
go to our website: www.deluxepkg.com/contract-fulfillment.html
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